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By Jennifer Simpson
hen times are tough our initial
instinct is to save money and
buy cheap. That's not always
the best strategy, especially when you're
looking at a new gas tungsten arc welding
(GTAW) torch.
One of the biggest differences between a
low-quality and high-quality torch is the
materia'is used in manufacturing it, as well
as the production process. Quality torches
last longer, run cooler, provide a stable are,
and offer overall improved weld quality.

Though heavier-duty, air-cooled torches that
go up to 300 amps are available, the higher
amp torches can be heavier and bulkier. For
applications over 200 amps, you'll want to
consider a water-cooled torch.
While using a torch above its amperage
rating won't cause it to explode, it will
make it too hot to handle, and ultimately
the more intense heat will cause premature
degradation of the torch itself. The silicone
rubber can start to deteriorate, loosening its
bond to the torch, drying out and cracking.
The O-rings and gaskets will suffer prema
ture damage as well.

Selecting the Right Torch

Manufacturing a GTAW Torch

First, make sure that you get the torch best
suited for your welding application. You 'll
need to know at what amperage you'll be
welding, and select your torch accordingly.
In general, for applications under 200 amps
you'll be fIne with an air-cooled torch.

A quality GTAW torch is made with lead
ed nickel copper, not the more common
tellurium copper, which is less durable. In
other words, on a leaded nickel copper
torch the torch body threads will last longer
and the collets won't buckle and twist when
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you thread them onto the torch. Leaded
nickel copper is also a better conductor, so
you'll get the amperage you paid for.
Silicone rubber, rather than a phenolic
compound, is best for the insulation material
of the torch body, but the qualiry of that
may be variable, too, from heat tolerance of
the material to how well the body is \Jonded
to (he copper innards of the torch. A quality
manufacturer will use high-dielectric silicone
rubber that can tolerate high voltages and is
not susceptible to cracking if dropped.
Gaskets are made of Teflon"'. You'd
think all Teflon is created equal, but it's
not. A high-quality torch has a high-per
formance, glass-filled Teflon material that
has a much longer life span and higher heat
tolerance than " regular" Teflon.
Some torches have handles made from
nonreinforced material that may crack and
split or have sharp edges that can cut (he
hose. Also, sometimes the torch handle is
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not long enough to properly insulate the
high-frequency current of the GTAW
process. Other manufacturing qualiry issues
include industry-standard cables and hoses
that just don't fit properly, which can affect
gas and water flow.

Maintaining Your GTAW Torch
When you buy a qualiry torch, you 'll want
to take care of it. Here are some tips to help
you do that.
• Starr with a visual inspection. Remove
the backcap and take a look at the O-ring.
Make sure there are no rips or tears and
that the O-ring is not dried out or cracked.
A damaged O-ring can draw air into the
torch body, contaminating the weld zone
with oxygen. If your torch has a gas valve,
check the O-ring at the stem there as well.
A new O-ring costs about a dollar.
• Take a look at the gaskets on the top
and bottom of the torch. Make sure there is
no cracking and that the gaskets are not
warped. Again, this is an inexpensive parr to
replace if necessary-generally less than $2.
• Look for cracks in the handle and, if
necessary, replace it to avoid an electrical
shock. Do not duct tape it back together. A
replacement handle should cost less than
$10 and could save a much more expensive
trip to the emergency room.
• Inspect the nozzle to look for signs of
wear such as distortion, cracking, or blacken
ing. Replace, if necessary, because a damaged
nozzle may hinder shield gas coverage.
• Inspect the insulation surrounding the
torch body. If you see any cuts or cracks,
replace it.
• Make sure that connections to the
hoses and power cable are tight and not
leaking. Be careful not to overtighten the
connections, however, which can restrict
or cut off gas and water flow.
• Keep the threads connecting the back
cap and torch body clean. Periodically use a
tap repair ki t to chase the threads in the
head to guard against thread galling, which
can strip out the threads on the backcap or
the collet body.
• Protect your hoses and cables with a
cable cover. This is especially important if
you are out in the field or moving from
location to location, dragging the cables
along the shop floor.
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A GTA W torch is comp"-'"
maintained

design and can afftct weld quality negatively

if poorly

manufoctured or

Use a tap kit periodically to chase the threndJ in the head to g/lard agaimt threadgaOing.

• From time to time remove the collet
and collet body and wire brush them to
clean off any oxides that have accumulated,
which can lead to an erratic arc.
• Double-check your power connection.
Make sure it fits snugly to the power source
to prevent overheating and damage to your
torch cable. Also be certain all gas and
water fittings are secure to prevent leaks. •
Jcnniftr Simpson is director ofmarketing and lIew
media for Arc-Zone. com Inc. , 2091 Las Palmas
Dri!le, Suite C, Carlsbad, CA 92011, 760-931
1500, jenn@arc-zone.com, www.arc-zollc.com.

WANT MORE INFORMATION?
VISit WWW. l h·~filbncator.com and type
these article titles in the search box:
"Improve your GTAW in 3 steps"
-Identifying the right cutting and
welding tips"
U

A tale of two welders"
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